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GENERAL

The form of entity7 most comnionly chosen to.maximize tax benefits
in a tax shelter investment has been the limited partnership, which,
upon meeting certain requirements, is subject to both the general part-
nership provisions and certain provisions of the income tax regilli4

tions having particular application to limited partnerships. A limited
partner is, in effect, a passive investor who is not personally liable for
any more than his equity contribution to the partnership (plus his
agreed future contributions), even though he may benefit by certaA..
partnership provisions allowing hin to deduct losses in excess of .theq
contribution.

Under the partnership provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
(secs. 701-771), a partnership is generally..treated as.an entity for ap-
counting purposes and treated as a conduit for taxpaying purposes. It
is an entity for purposes of calculating taxable income and many.par-
ticular items of income, deduction, and credit (sec. 703). It is also an
entity for purposes of reporting information to the Internal Revenue
Service (sec. 6031).

A partnership is a conduit for purposes of income tax liability and
payment. Each partner takes into income his own "distributive share"
of the partnership's taxable income and the separately allocable items
of income, deduction, and credit (sec.702 (a)). The liability for income
tax payment is that of the partner, and not of the partnership (se.
701).

On the profit side, this means that income is taxed at only one level-
the partner's level (as distinguished from the corporation, where in-
come is taxed at the corporate level and dividends are taxed at the
shareholder level 1). Also, thismeans that the, partner is taxed on the
partnership profits even though none of those profits may be dis-
tributed to the partner.

On the other side, this means that partnership losses, deductions,
and credits pass through to the partner and can be used to offset other
income, thereby reducing the income tax liability pf the partner.
The amount of lpsses. which a-partner.may deduct under these pro-
visions for a particular year is not to exceed the amount .of the.ad-
justed basis of his partnership interest (sec. 704 (d)), which, at-the
inception of the partnerqhip, equAls.;the sunof;his,- tapital tepntr
butioii..t the.iartnership plu .his sliareJif any, of'partnershipha-
bilitie. With respectdliinited'pa inership, the e.siiry Iegulatioid
(§1.752-1(e)) provide that a limited partner's share of the.partner,
ship's.1iabilitis idelildes a j:ro. raital shre (the same proportion in
which he shares pr6fits) of all liabiilties 'with resp66tLc which there
is no personal liability ("nonrecourse liability"). (See Nonrecourse

1 Electing small busines, eorporatllns (subehapter -8 corporations) re taxeld in a. mhn-
nor roughly.similar to partnerships; a number of the relevant-elements of this treatment
are discusse below.. : -.. . : .
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Loans, under IRS IRtuings tPolicy, below, for .ap explanation of the
inpact 9 lthis provi ion f, tj'easury Itegulations.)

Subject. to;the restriction that jt purpose is oto.avpd ot.eyade
tax, aljpiitec or general parnerhip agreement may provi e r the
manner II which the partneiehip s items. of inome, Wain loss. deduc- .
tioil, or credit -vill be allocated among the partners sec. 704).

OTHER FORMS OF TUSINESS

The limited partnership is generally preferred over the general
partnership for tax shelter arrangemeits.because thelirmited partners,
who are passive investors, have limited liability.for the debts of or
claims against the partnership.
Corporations

The corporate foi-n of doing business generally does not lend itself
to tax shelter investments by individuals since the corporation is a
taxpaying entity and, therefore, the tax incidents of its operation re-
main at the corporate level and do not pass through to its shareholders.
The one exception to this treatment is for electing small business cor-
porations ("subehapter S corporations"). To a great extent, the tax
incidents of a subehaptor S corporation's operations pass through to
its' shareholders. However. there are certain tax limitationis applicable
to the subehapter S corporation 'Which are not imposed upon a limited
partnership under the partnership provisions.

As previou1isly noted, under the partnership tax regulations, a per-
son's adjusted 'basis in his limited partnership interest not only. in-
cludes.his cash investment but also a pro rata share of any nonrecourse,
liability of the partnership. By contrast, a shareholder's adjusted basis
in his stock in a subehapter S corporation includes his investment in
the stock and any loan he has made to the corporation. but. most signif-
icantly, does not include any portion of the corporation's liability (sec.
137 4(c) (2)). Ib both cases, that of the subehapter S corporation share-
holder and the limited partner. it is the adjusted basis in the stock or
tie partnership interest; as the case inay be, which serves as the upper
limit on the amount of loss that may be deducted by the shareholder or
the partner in a given year.. Thus, in comparison to the limited part-
ner, the subehapter S corporation shareholder is severely limited in
terms of the amount. of losses, and therefore tax shelter, available.2

Other limitations which apply only to subchapter S corporations
are: (1) a sftbchapter S corporation' may not have. more than ten

2 As a theoretical matter, essentially the same tax shelter result- regarding nonrecourseloans as i1. now available under Treasury Regulations I 1.752-1(e) could be achieved inboth the subehapter 1 area and in the limite partnership area without the use of thosesPeeial regulations. This result 'can be .achieved by the investor borrowing 'on the- se-curity of his subiapter 8 stock or limited partnership interest, with the loan being on anonrecourse 'basis. The amount thus borrowed could then be used by the subehapter Sshareholder or liinited partner. as his capital investment in the anbehapter S corporationor partnership. The net effect would be that the nonrecourse loan.would increase the basisof the' subrhapter 8 stock or limited partnership interest. with essentially the same retultas loder the special inmited partnership regulations. Although in fact this device has beenuse:1 in the subehapter 5 area and may have been used in limited.partnerships. as a practi-
cal matter is apt to be less attractive 'to the lender : in most cases because thestrength of the security of the stock or partnership interest normally would be less thanthe strength of the seerity of a first mortgage on a specific property. If, in' the cae of a-schchantpr R corporation, the lender obtains a guarantee from the cornoration and thatguarantee is secured. by assets of the corporation. the Internal Revenue Service' might wellbe snecessful in charneterizing the transaction as a borrowing by the corporation rather
than b the shareholder; as a result, the borrowing would produce no increase in' the
shareholder's basis.



s hhlde '(q) tusts i fi e -a rehtbid of subdhptdi r
corporation; (3) a sbclia4ater 3 c6v6ratlbi ixxay iiot hibiore-thnik
one Ilass of stock; .(4) no m6rethan 20 per~id a'ubchaptfS
corporati6n's gross receipts nity be derived frdcni p sive investment"
incomtlwhic r ihiludes, among other things, certainftypesof rehta1
income; and (5). no provision may bd made for s]ecial allocati6b of
losses and other items to the sharehol4ers-these items being allocated
strictly in proportion to stock 6wnership.
Agency.. .: .

Certain tax shelter investments are susceptible to brganization as
an agency relationship (created in many cases pursuant, to a manage-
ment contract or a services contract), where the promoter or operator,
as the case may be, serves as the agent for each mvestor. This.format.
is feasible where the investment is sufficiently large to warrant sep-
arate income anid expense determihiations. The agency arrangement
has been used.most often in cattle tax shelter investments and.in oil
and gas tax shelter investments.

The main advantage of the agency arrangemernit in comparison to
the limited partnership, is the tiexibility it provides iin terns of cus-
tom-tailorig the arrangement to the;re uirements- of the particular.
investor. Thus, for instance, in a cattle tax shelter investment, nvestors
may be given the opportunity to choose, depending on their tax situn.-.
tions, programs with differing deferral periods, differing asoui"ts
or types of "stop-loss" guarantees,a varying mixes of feeding and
breeding cattle, and.(within limitations) differing timing of deduct-
ible expenses. Moreover, certain requirements 'vhich nust be m~t by a
corporation serving as the sole general partnei. of a limited partner-
ship need not be met by an agent. -

One drawback of the agency relationship may be the potential liabil-
ity to which the investoi is subject. In practice, though, such poteitial
liability generally can be minimized by the us6 of n6nfecourse financ-
ing and comprehensive insurance (carried by either the in4 estor or the
agenit). However, some risks may be uninsurable. In lpractice, at least
in cattle-feeding operations, such risks may 'Wel be nonexistent (or
negligible). Nonetheless, a limited parthership provides additional
protection against liability, since limited partners are not personally
liable for iny of the debts of, oi' claims against, the lim'ited parteilshlip.

Another drawback of the agency relationship is thAt it generally re-
quires much more substantial investments in any given project than
does a linited partnership. Thus, an investor utilizing agency rela-
tionships. cannot diversify his investments to the same extent as one
who invests in liinited partnerships.

QUALIFICATION FOR PARTNERSHIP TAX STATUS

The Treasury Regulations (§ 301.7701-2 and 301.7701-3) pro-
vide that; in order to qualify for the partnership tax treiment de-

The Internal Revenue Service has ruled (Rev. Rul. 75-43,197-6 I.R.B. 24) that. for:Fedcral tax purposes, no partnership was created where (1) an individual entered into anagreement with a corporation pursuant to which the individual committed funds to acattle feeding operation and thQ corporation fed, cared for, aid marketel.the cattle sup-plied by the individual (or purchased.for his account), and (2) there was a separate agree-ment between the parties Which provided that the coiporatfoil would guarantee to.theindividual a return of 90 percent of his original commitment to the cattle feeding operation,
in exchange for the corporation receiving 10 percent of the profits from the operation.



Ascribed above, a limited Partnership must be leeking in it least two
of the following four charadteristics peculiai to corporitions: (1)
centralization of manaigement (2) continuity of life, (3) free trans-
ferability of interest, and (4) himited liability. If the limited partner-
ship is not lacking in at least two of these corporate chaiacteristics
(or, put another way, if at least three of the four corporate character-
istics are present), it will be subject to tax treatment as a corporation,
one consequence of which is to preclide the passthrough of the tax
shelter losses to the investors. Thus, it is of crucial importance for tax
shelter purposes that the limited partnership have fewer than three of
the four corporate characteristics so that its partners can deduct its
tax shelter losses.
Centralization of Management

In the context of a limited partnership, centralization of manage-
inent exists if substantially all of the interests in the partnership are
owned by the limited partners. While the Internal Revenue Service
disavows any mechanical test for advance ruling purposes, the staff
understands that if the general partners in the aggregate have a 20-
percent or greater interest in the partnership capital obtained through
capital contributions, the corporate characteristic of centralization
of management will be treated as being absent. In most limited part-
nerships, the general partner does not have a 20-percent interest in
capital, and for planning purposes. this characteristic generally is con-
sidered to be present.
Continuity of Life

The regulations provide three distinct situations by which a limited
partnership would be lacking in the corporate characteristic of con-
tinuity of life:

1. if the bankruptcy, dissolution, retirement, resignation, death,
insanity, or expulsion of a general partner causes a dissolution
of the partnership (even though the partnership would not be
dissolved if the remaining general partners or all remaining
partners agree to continue the partnership);

2. if a general partner has the power at any time to dissolve
the partnership; or
. 3. if the partnership is formed pursuant to a State statute corre-
sponding to the Uniform Limited Partnership Act.4

Free Transferability of Interest
Most limited partnerships encounter little'dificulty in negating the

characteristic of free transferability of interest. This characteristic
relates exclusively to the ability of a limited partner to make another
person.a substitute limited partner. Thus, notwithstanding a limited
partner's right to assign profits and losses, free transferability can be
negated simply by providing that no assignee of a limited partner may
become a substitute limited .partner without the prior consent of the
general partners. In the tax shelter area, general partners normally
consent to such substitutions.

.' In 19.73 and again in 1974 California amended a section of Its version of the Uniform
Limited rartnership Act to conform with the corresponding section of the Uniform Limited
Partnership Act. Seemingly, the sole purpose of these conforming amendments was to
facilitate California Umited partnerships negating the corporate characteristic of conti-
nuity of life. See Rev. RL 74-320, 1974-2 C.B. 404. and Announcement 75-23, 1975-i
C.B. 87. ruling that those amendments resulted in the negation of the characteristic of
continuity of life.



Limited Liability':.
In.the context of a limited partnership, the characteristic of liimited

liability .is iot present if the. general partner has substantial assets
(other than the interest in the partnership) which can be reached by
a creditor or if the general partner is not a "dummy" acting as agent
of the limited partners.

IRS RULINGS POLICY

Limited. Liability-Net Worth Test
In connection with the characteristic of limited liability, the Service

has set forth certain net worth requirements which must be met by
a corporation serving as the sole general partner of a limited pprtner-
ship before the Service will consider issuing an advance:ruling classi-
fying the limited partnership as a partnership for Federal tax. pur-
poses (Rev. Proc. 72-13, 1972-1 C.B. 735). The Service requires a
net worth, based on a current fair market value test, equal to the sum
of 10 percent or 15 percent of the capital raised in the partnership,
the percentage depending upon the amount of capital raised:

.1. if the capital raised is less than $1,666,667, the net worth of
the corporate general partner must be at least 15 percent of the
capital;

2. if the capital raised is between $1,666,667 and $2,500,000, the
net worth of the corporate general partner must be -at least
$250,000; and

3. .if the capital raised exceeds $9,506,000, the net worth.6f the
corporate general partner must be -at least " 10 percent of the
capital.

Ifi calculating net worth, the corporation's interest in the limited
partnership.and receivables to and from the limited partnership are
excluded.

Rules also are provided for cases where the corporate general part-
ner has interests in morethan one limited partnership.
Common Ownership of Corporate General Partner

In addition to .its net worth requirements,- the Service has estab-
lished (Rev. Proc. 72-13, supra) certain other restrictions with regard
to the percentage. of stock ownership that the limited partners may
have in a sole corporate general partner. Thus, an advance ruling will
hot be igsied if the limited partners directly or indirectly iwn more
than. 20 percent of the stock of the corporate general partner or its
affiliates. Moreover, the Service will not issue an advance ruling if the
purchase of a limited partnership interest by a limited partner would
entail either a mandatory or discretionary purchase or optioi to pur-
chase any type of security of the corporate general partner orits af-
filiates. Seemingly, the purpose.of these restrictions is to pretent a sub-
stantial identity of interest in the corporate general partner and the
limited partnership.5 .

The most extreme case of this situation would b where, the corporation is wholly
owned by all the limited partners in proportion to their partnership interests. A per-
suasive argument could be made here that, in substance the shareholders of the corpora-
tion were conducting corporate business through-a limited partnership..while.havingessentially the same rights and obl gations had the business been operated directly by
the corporation. The -Service. apparently believes that: the danger. of substantial identity
of interest is'too great to be acceptable *henever the linitted parthers' ownership.of stock
in the corporate general partner is greater than 20.percent.

58-147-75-2



Principal Purpose of Avoidance of Federal Taxes
In Rev. Proc. 74-1t, 1974-1 C.B. 438, the Service set forth its

position that it will not issue an advance ruling that a limited partner-
ship .is a partnership under the tax liaws where 'factual questions; are
raised as to whether the principal purpose of the limited partnership's
formation is the reduction of Federal taxes. The following operating
rules ordinarily must be complied with in order for the Service to be
willing to issue an advance' ruling that a limited partnership is a
partnership under the Internal Revenlie Code: .

(1) At all times during the existence of the partnership; the
general partners, taken together, must have at least a one-percent
interest in each material item of partnership income, gain, loss,
deduction, or credit.I I. .

(2) For the first two years of operation of the limited part-
nership, the partners may not claim aggregate deductions which
exceed the amount of equity capital invested in the limited part-
nership. This requirement generally precludes the use of nonre-
course liability included in the partners' adjusted bases to absorb
losses incurred during the first two years of operation.

(3) Any creditor who has made a nonrecourse loan to the lim-
ited partnership must not have or acquire at any time, as a result
of that loan, any direct or indirect interest, other than as a se-
cured creditor, in the profits, capital or property of the partner-
ship.

Syndication and Organization Fees
Until recently, it has been the common practice for limited partner-

ships to deduct the payments made to the general partner for the
services he rendered in connection with the syndication and organiza-
tion of the limited.partnership. In recently issued Rev. Rul. 75-214
(1975-23 I.R.B. 9), the Service ruled that such payments to general
partners for services rendered in organizing and syndicating a part-
nership constitute capital expenditures which are not currently
deductible..
Nonrecourse Loans

Commonly, the -equity contributions of limited partners do not
adequately capitalize the operations of a limited partnership. The
additional capital frequently is obtained by borrowing, using partner-
ship property as security, without the limited partnership or its part-
ners incurring any ersonal liability with respect to that borrowing.
The loans obtained by the limited partnership provide "leverage"-in
this context, that means that the nonrecourse loans make it possible
for a partner to deduct tax losses in excess of his equity contribution
to the partnership.

A limited partner may deduct from his personal income all the
deductible items of the partnership which are allocated to him under
the partnership agreement, but not more than the amount of his basis
for his interest in the partnership, which is reduced by the amount of
the deductions as they are taken.

6 In a recent case involving a related situation, the United States Tax Court disallowedthe deductions for certain payments made to a general partner. Jaceon B. Gagle, Jr.,63 T.C. 86 (1974), on appeal to C.A. 5 (payment for services rendered for conducting afeasibility study of a proposed office-showroom facility obtaining financing, and develop-
ing a building for the partnership).



T1 general, at the inception of the partnership, alimited partner's
basis for his interest equals the sum of his capital contribution plus
his share, if any, of partnership liabilities. A general partner's lia-
bility for hik share of the partnership's liabilities.is theoretically un-
limited and so a general partner's basis in his partnership interest.is
imereased.by partnership liabilities in accordance.with.his ratio for
sharing losses under the partnership agreement. Under the Treasury's
income tax regulations (§ 1.752-1(e)), a limited partner's.share of
partnership liabilities is not to exceed the amount that that'limited
partner may be called :upon to contribute under the .partnership
agreement. However, the regulations then go. on to provide that
"where none of the partners have any persohal liability with respect
to partnership liabihty (as in the case of a mortgage on real estate
acquired by the partnership without the assumption by the partner-
ship or any of the partners of any liability on the mortgage), then
all partners, including limited partners, shall be considered as shar-
ing such liability under section 752(c) in the same proportion as they
share the profits." 7 Through the use of this device, a limited partner

'This rule has been justified as an adaptation to the limited partnership situation of a
principle set forth by the United States Supreme Court In Crane v. Commiaafoner, 381
U.S. 1 (1947).

may obtain a substantial increase in his basis, and, thus, in the amount
of losses he may deduct.

For example, if a limited partner pays $10,000 for a 5 percent in-
terest in the capital and profits and losses of a limited partnership
which obtains a nonrecourse loan of $500,000, the limited partner's
basis in his interest would be $35,000 ($10,000 plus 5% of $500,000).
Thus, as a result of "leveraging", the limited partner may be able to
deduct an amount far exceeding that of his actual investment.

Where a lender requires that the general partner be personally
liable on a loan (such as a construction loan), some limited partner-
ships have attempted to create basis for each of the limited partners
by providing for contingent contributions; i.e., the.limited partners
are obligated to make certain additional contributions if they are
called for by the general partner. The rights to call for the additional
contributions commonly would expire upon the obtaining of nonre-
course financing and, in some cases, there may well have been no
intention to call for such additional contributions. The intended effect
of this arrangement is to provide the same increase in the limited part-
ners' bases for their partnership interests (hence, the same increase
in the ceiling for tax shelter deductions) as would have been the case
if the general partner had not been made personally liable on the loan.

It should be noted that while the nonrecourse loan rule may permit
an investor to take deductions exceeding his initial investment, this
rule can also result in the subsequent recognition by the investor of
substantial amounts of both ordinary and capital gain income where
either the partnership sells or otherwise disposes of the partnership
property that secures the nonrecourse loan or a limited partner sells
or otherwise disposes of his partnership interest.

In general, in computing the pins derived upon these sales or dis-
positions, the outstanding principal amount of the nonrecourse loan
(which usually is at or near its original amount) must be added to



the amount received, and will thus increase the amount of gain to. be
recognized. Because the partnership property or the partner's part-
nership interest may at ta time have a very low basis (because of
such previously claimed accelerated deductions as depreciation),.the
recognizable gain may be sizeable in amount. Under the partnership
tax law (sec. 751) there may be a recapture of certain, accelerated
deductions and, consequently, there may be recognition of ordinary
income.

Sometimes the gain recognized in these situations.is referred to as
"phantom gain" due to the fact that the sale or disposition generates
little or no cash (such as in a mortgage foreclosure, which is treated as
taxable disposition of the property) ,but does result in a gain with re-
spect to which substantial tax liability is created. In other words, in
such a case, the taxpayer is required to repay part or all of his interest-
free loan from the Government (the earlier savings from the tax shel-
ter), which to a great extent was generated by nonrecourse borrowings.

In 1972, the Service issued two rulings involving nonrecourse loans.
While both rulings dealt with and have particular application to
limited partnerships engaged in oil and gas exploration, they are
susceptible to a much broader application. In Rev. Rul. 72-135,
1972-1 C.B. 200, the Service ruled that a nonrecourse loan from the
general partner to a limited partner, or from the general partner to
the partnership, would constitute a contribution to the capital of the
partnership by the general partner, and not a loan, thereby precluding
an increase in the basis of the limited partner's partnership interest
with respect to any portion of such a loan. In Rev. Rul. 72-350,
1972-2 C.B. 394. the Service ruled that a nonrecourse loan. by a non-
partner to the limited partnership, which was secured by highly
speculative and relatively low value property of the partnership, and
whieh was convertible into a 25 percent interest in the partnership's
profits, did not constitute a bona fide debt, but was, in reality, equity
capital placed at the risk of the partnership's business. This, too, would
preclude the loan from causing increases in the bases of the limited
partner's interests.

While these rulings have reduced the use of leverage in oil and gas
limited partnerships, the practice has continued for the most part, and
there is no assurance that the Service's position will ultimately be
sustained by the courts.

PARTNERSHIP ALLOCATIONS

Special Allocations
Under the partnership provisions, a limited (or a general) partner-

ship agreement may allocate "any item of income, gain, loss, deduc-
tion. or credit among the partners ina manner that is disproportiohate
to the. capital contributions of such partners (sec. 704(a), (b) (1)).
These are sometimes referred to as "special allocations" and, with
respect to.any taxable year, may be made by amendment to the part-
nerslup agreement at any time up to the initial due date of the part-
nership tax return for that year (sec. 761f(c)).

Special allocations of profits, losses, income items, and deductions
may be used to. combine tax-oriented and nontax-oriented investors ina single partnership. Typically, the tax benefits and large portions of



the capital appfeciationon resale are given to the high-income investor,
while greater security and first return of cashflow are given to-the
nontax-oriented investor.

A special allocation will not be recognized if its principal purpose
is to avoid or evade a Federal tax (sec. 704(b) (2)). In determining
whether a special allocation has been made principally for the avoid-
ance of income tax, the regulations focus upon whether the special
allocation has "substantial economic effect" that is, whether the alloca-
tion may actually affect the dollar amount of the partner's share of the
total partnership income or loss independently of tax consequences
(Regs. § 1.704-1(b) (2)). The regulations also inquire as to whether
there was a business purpose for this special allocation, whether related
items from the same source are subject to the same allocation, whether
the allocation ignored normal business factors and was made after the
amount of the specially allocated item could reasonably be estimated,
the duration of the allocitioit, and.the overall tax consequences of the
allocation.

A primary case dealing with this issue, Stanley C. Orrisch, 55 T.C.
395 (1970), affirmed C.A. 9, disallowed a deduction of 100 percent of
the depreciation by one of the partners in a two-man partnership. The
allocation in this case was found to have been made for the principal
purpose of evading or avoiding income tax, the parties failing to dem-
onstrate any economic effect of the allocation. The court indicated that
the taxpayer had not shown that he had borne the risk of economic
depreciation of the property in question.

In the case of Leon A. Harri8, 61 T.C. 770 (1974), the United States
Tax Court sustained the special allocation to a partner of a loss sus-
tained upon the sale of an interest in a shopping center, where the
entire sales proceeds were distributed to that partner and his capital
account was charged with the entire loss on the sale.

More recently, the Service announced (Rev." Proc. 74-22, 1974-2
C.B. 476) that it would not issue advance rfilings as to whether the
principal purpose of a special allocation is the avoidance or evasion.
of Federal income tax.
Retroactive Allocations

Investments in tax shelter limited partnerships are commonly made
toward the end of the taxable year. It is also common for the limited
partnership to have been formed earlier in the year on a skeletal basis
with. one general partner and a so-called "dunmy" limited pArtner,
In many cases the limited partnership incurs substantial deductible
expenses prior to the year-end ehtry of the limited.partner-investors.

:In these tax shelter limited partnerships, thelimited partnership.
usually allocates: a full share of the partnership losses for the entire
year to those limited partners joining at the close of the taxable.year.
These are referred to as "retroactive allocations." For exanple, in the
case of a limited partnership owning an apartment house which has
been under'construction for a substantial part of the year,. where con-
struction. interest and certain deductible taxes have been-paid during
that time, such deductions might be retroactively allocated to inviestors
entering the partnership on, say, December 28th of that year..

.There has ben much debate about whether a retroactive allocation
of loss is permissible under the Internal Revenue Code. Different com-



mentators have given differentnedmicsojnterpretations of the part-
nership provisions of the Code, some to support .and some to reject
retroactile allocations. -As .1.

Three cases dealing directly :or indireetly with, thisissue provide
some support for' retroactive allocations. Smith vi Commisioner,
331 F.2d 298 (C.A'. 7, 1964); (retroactive allocation allowed. for
lack of finding of purpose to avoid tax); Jean V. Kres8er, 54 T.C.
1621: (1970) (retroactive allocation disallowed for failure to modify
the partnership agreement, but the court indicated that if the agree-
ment had been-so modified, the illocation would have been sustained,
notwithstanding-its recognition of avoidance. of tax as a principal pur-
pose); and -Norman A. Rodman. 32 T.C.M. 1307.(1973) (retroactive
allocation of profits, as argued by the Government, sustained).

PARTNERSHIP ADDITIONAL FIRST-YEAR
. DEPRECIATION

An owner of tangible personal property is eligible to elect, for the
first year the property is depreciated, a deduction for additional first-
year depreciation' of .20 percent' of the cost of the property- (sec. 179).
The cost -of the property on which this "bonus" depreciation is calcu-
lated is not to exceed $10,000 ($20,000 for an individual who files-a
joint return). The maximum bonus depreciation deduction is thus
limited to $2.000' ($4,000 for an individual filing a joint return). Bonus
depreciation is available only for property-that has a useful life of six
years or more.

Where the owner is a partnership. the election for bonus deprecia-
tion is maade by the partnership. However the dollar'-limitation de-
scribed above is applied to the individual partners rather than to the
partnership entity. For example. each one of 40 individual investors
who contributed $5.000 to an equipment leasing limited partnership,
which purchased a $1 million executive aircraft on a leveraged basis,
would be entitled to $4,000 of bonus. depreciation if he filed a joint
return. In this -case, additional first-year depreciation would provide
total deductions to the partners of $160,000.

A corporation, however, is allowed to deduct only $2,000 in addi-
tional first-year depreciation. Thus. in the case of the purchase of an
aircraft. as described above, a corporation would be limited to $2,000
in additional first-year depreciation, whereas the partnership would
pass flirough to the partners total first-year additional depreciation
of $160.000.

The additional first-year depreciation reduces the depreciable basis
of theequipment. However, the partnership is still entitled to claith
(and the partners to deduct) accelerated depreciation on the reduced
basis in the propettv both for the first year and for the later years of
the property's useful life.'

6 Read in conjunction with each other, sections 704(a) and 761 (c) would seem to sup-
Port retronetive allocations. Some would interpret section 704(b) (2), which prohibitsan allocaition having tax avoidance as its principal purpose, as being inapplicable toallocations of net profit and loss, as opposed to an allocation of a particular.item of incomeor loss. Others arrive at the opposite interpretation of this provision. Yet another part-nership provision, section 706 (c)(2)(11), is proffered by many as the provision whichworld restrict a partner's losses to those incurred in that part of the year during which
that person was a partner. Here again, there are contrary interpretations by otber tax
experts.



It is argued that because the limited partnersipis-the ruand:
business most suiied to tax shelters,:the tax.provisionsshouldibe rodi-
fled-so as:to restrict its use in this regardUOthers -argue that i is the.
tax shelter. .deduetioni-provisions,.:not thee limited?.partnerehip pro-
visions,iwhich.. require modification. ,. . . -i... ,.. . -. ,

Criticism has- beendirected at the provision of the income tax regu- -

lations -(.L762-1 (e)),!which allows a limited:partne;-to:increase!the
basis in his. investment, iand therefore the amouit of losses that he naya
deduct, by a- portion of,nonrecourse.indebtednsshUnder this.regula-
tion, the investors are able tolise-bbrrowed funds with resp~ctto-which-.
they have -no personal;-liability to generate deductions in .aiounits
larger than what they have at risk in the limited partnership. On the
other hand; it. has been arguMd that this provision-bfthe: income tax
regulations applying to limited partners -is no more than an adaption
of the principle of a Supreme Court case 9 where nonrecourse indebted-
ness, regardless of -the. form of business..involved,.is. added to the
owner's basis of the property.'- -. ,, .I .-------

It is argued that the syndication and organization fees naid by tax-
sheltered limited partnerships are more -ii) the nature-of- capital ex-
penditures and should not -be deducted. This position has been sus-
tained recently in the courts and in- an.IRS ruling. - : . :-.

One of the more significant problems arising under the-partnership
tax provisions coicerns the allocation by a, limited partnership to a.,
new partner of deductions that were incurred or paid prior to the 
time of his entrance into -the partnership.. The-partnership provisions
of the Internal Revenue Code are unclear -as to whether these alloca--.
tions can bemade. The consequence of allowing these allocationsessen-
tiallv,-is that new limited partners, who ordinarily invest in the- part - -
nership towards the close of the taxable year, deduct-expenses which-
were incurred or paid prior to their entry into the- partnership. - ,

Some argue that these retroactive allocations -.are proper -because
the funds invested by the new limited-partners serve to rei-mburtse-the-
original partners for their expenditures (or other deductible items)
and that, as an economic matter, the new partners have incurred the
costs for which they are taking deductions.1- However, this Argument
may lose its persuasiveness when the new investor tin a limited partner-
ship situation is compared to that of ,an- investor who directly pur-
chases property which had previously generated.tax losses during the-
taxable year. It is clear that in the latter case the iivestor would not be
entitled to any deductions for the losses incuirred priorto his-ownership
of the property, notwithstanding the fact that he may, -in -ffect, -be
reimbursing the seller of the -property for losses already- insurred.-

If the committee concludes that such retroactive allocations should
not be allowed, one approach might be to apportion the allocable items -
of gain, loss, etc., in accordance with the portionof the year'that the
new investor was a parner in the partnership. In oider- totake account
of those circunistances where major items.of -gain, -loss, etc., in fact
occur in aparticular part of the year, it may be appropriate to permit
the allocation of such ifnis to those who were partners during that

* Crane v. Commiaaloner, 331 U.S. 1 (1947).



part of the year, if the partnerlship eai demoisirit t6that those iterits
of gain, loss. etc., in fact occurred during that limited part of the year.

Sone iaiitain that mary of the large syndicated:limited'partner-
ships which closely resemble corporations should be treated as corpo-
rations for tax purposes. In response it is noted that an entity that
qualifies forpartnership tax treatment under the income tax. regula-
tions is lacking in at least two of the four characteristics peculiar to
coiporitions. Such an entit it is maintained, should notbe subject to
corporate tax treatment. However, as has been noted above, it is fre-
quently possible to simuhite thb absence of the corporate characteristic
of transferability of interests merely by providing that the general
piirtfier has the *power to reject a transferee of a limited partnership
interest when, as a practical matter, it is understood that.the-general
partner would not exercise that right.

Also, it is argued that allowing an individual partner in a partner-
ship first year depreciation situation to have the full $2,000 deduction
(or $4,000, in the case of a married partner filing a joint return)
inflates the amount of "bonus depreciation" which should be allow-
able in the year the property is placed in service. Consequently, it is
argued. the dollar limitation should be applied at the partnership level
in addition to the limitation at the partner level.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

If the committee believes that certain partnership tax provisions
facilitate tax shelter deductions in a manner that is undesirable, these
provisions could be revised.

On the other hand, if the committee believes that there is nothing
wrong with the partnership tax provisions as they apply to limited
partnerships, but that the problem lies instead with the tax shelter
deductions passing through such partnerships to the investors, then
the alternative approaches discussed in previous pamphlets may be con-
sidered, i.e., direct revision of the provisions providing tax benefits and
deductions, the LAL proposal, or broadening of the application of the
minimum tax.

The following is a summary of the committee's decisions with re-
spect to limited partnerships in its 1974 tax reform bill, Mr. Ullman's
proposals, and alternative proposals by other committee members.
Partnership Syndication Fees

A. 1974 Committee bill
In last year's bill, partnership syndication fees were required to be

capitalized.
B. Mr. Ullman

His proposal is the same as that in the 1974 committee bill.
Nonrecourse Loans

Mr. Corman
He proposes to overrule the nonrecourse loan Treasury Regulation

(Q 1.752-1(e)) by providing that a limited partner's share of partner-
ship liabilities cannot exceed the difference between his actual contri-
bution credited to him by the partnership and the total contributions
he is obligated to make under the partnership agreement.
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Retroactive Allocations
Mr. Stark and Mrs. Keys.

They propose to require that partnership losses be allocated pro rata
to partners over the number of days of the partnership year during
which the partner was a member of the partnership.
Qualification for Partnership Tax Treatment

Mr. Cornan
The proposal would provide that if a registration statement filed

with the Securities and Exchange Commission offers units of partici-
pation or other units in a partnership, the partnership is to be treated
as a corporation for years ending after the date of the filing of the
registration statement.
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